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CABAHS AGM: Chair’s 2022 Report:

Dear Members,

At the start of 2022 I feel as though we are still putting back the pieces from the past two very
unusual years. Although still operating under pandemic conditions we began 2021 differently
from 2020. For a start, we knew that we would still be presenting our talks and holding
meetings using Zoom and there were a number of us who had become accustomed to using
it, although not everybody likes it!

At the end of 2021 our membership stood at a very healthy 140 paid up members, with
another 13 on the waiting list. Not all of these are regular attendees and, particularly with the
use of the smaller space at Charlton House (the Long Gallery) we are having to monitor
numbers carefully. It is for this reason, as much as any other, that we are now asking for
confirmation from members who intend to attend talks.

Our programme of speakers began on January 18th with Graham Blunt of Plantbase talking
about exotic plants.

In February we normally hold our Annual General Meeting, but for the first time in the history
of the Society the annual report was sent out to members electronically as a result of the
unusual circumstances in which we found ourselves. The AGM was replaced by a talk from
Dr. Catherine Horwood about the life and work of Beth Chatto. This was followed by Dr.
David Marsh, talking to us about ‘Elephants in the Garden’ and then in April, which would
normally have been our Spring Show, Adam Pasco spoke about gardening for all seasons.
Although we had held an online Spring Show in 2020, anecdotally we heard that this would
not produce such engagement for a second year running as Zoom ennui had set in with
many people!

Longstanding members of CABAHS will know that we usually hold a plant sale at each of our
monthly meetings and this provides us with a modest income. With the temporary
suspension of activities, our energies were focused on what has become another annual
event: a plant sale held in the Long Border at Charlton House. This raised an amazing
£1,897, exceeding the amount raised the previous year. £950 was donated to
the Greenwich and Bexley Community Hospice. The remaining half went towards the walled
garden restoration and CABAHS. The event also brought together a range of community
groups and attracted in excess of 600 people. We intend to repeat this success in 2022!

In June Graham Dear talked to us about the management of Greenwich Park and the impact
of Covid and then in July Dusty Gedge presented a talk about the roof gardens at IKEA in
Greenwich. The latter had been planned as an actual visit so that we could view the gardens
first hand, but again, this could not take place.

In August we took a gamble on the weather and decided to hold our amateur Gardener’s
Question Time outside in the Peace Garden behind Charlton House. This was attended by
over 50 members and Old Pond Garden volunteers. Our president, Sir Nicolas Bevan,
introduced the panel experts – guest panellist Joe Woodcock plus Pat Kane and your Chair. It
was an exceptional meeting. As Sir Nicolas said, this was the first time members had met
face-to-face since the beginning of the pandemic. To celebrate, it was also a social event
with wine and nibbles provided.

As Joe had been such a resounding success, on 20th September we invited him back to
comment on our Autumn Flower, Fruit and Vegetable Display. Joe selected as Best in
Show Margaret Turner’s wonderful display of varieties of dahlia in Class 2, with the winner of
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Class 7, the Floral Arrangement, selected by popular vote using the trusty method of
counting votes by button.

Our programme of speakers concluded with a talk from Dr. Mark Spencer, ‘Murder Most
Florid’, on a subject many of us were not familiar with: forensic botany.

My thanks have to go to Angela for providing us with such good reviews of the talks each
month and to Sharon and Lynda who have provided these in Angela’s absence.

Coach trips having been out of the question, Anna arranged two garden visits through car
shares. The first to Beth Chatto’s garden on June 18th and then another to coincide with the
plant fair at Hyde Hall on 4th August. Smaller group visits were arranged locally to ‘The
Gatehouse’ in Eltham (22nd July), which raised a further £301 for the Greenwich and Bexley
Hospice, to a Grove Park Open Garden (September 18th) and to Sian’s garden (October 10th)

raising another £251 for Greenwich and Bexley Hospice.

Charlton House’s Horn Fair took place on 17th October and, as usual, we had a plant stall
there raising £760.

We have made it a concerted aim of the Society to create alliances with local groups to
extend our network of friendships. This was reflected in the number of additional stalls at the
Plant Fair in May and members also participated in the afternoon tea at the Garrison Church
in Woolwich on June 5th. Members and volunteers have also supported Charlton House to
organize Bunnies in the Beds, and a Halloween Spooky Spiders Trail.

Of course, my Report would not be complete without some mention of the work carried out in
the Old Pond Garden at Charlton House. The volunteer scheme begun by CABAHS in 2020
to revive the walled gardens continued in 2021 with strong support from both members and
the public. A total of 3,744 volunteer hours have now been spent in the garden and it is
looking very beautiful. The Old Pond Garden is 90% complete and focus has now moved on
to the wider Charlton Estate. We were very grateful to receive a grant of £5,000 from the
Greenwich Ward Budget, which will ensure the scheme continues into 2022.

I would like to thank my very capable and hard-working Committee for all their help and
support and to all our members who so willingly step-up to help out, whether it be with
providing plants for sale, help in staffing sales tables, useful suggestions and also buying the
plants! All have been involved in the working of the Society, but it would take too many
pages to mention everyone and the work they all do. Thanks as ever to Sir Nicolas for all of
his support for the work we do.

Vija,
Chair, Charlton and Blackheath Amateur Horticultural Society


